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INTRODUCTION 

The 2.000-mile line dividing the L.S. from Mexico and its 
extension along the Gulf Coast dividing the ITS. from Cuba 
exists as a three-dimensional line thickened b, discordant uses. 
anarchic forms. displaced places. and segregated inhabitation. 
The turbulent historq of the  borderlands is riddled with 
~nisconceptions. fantasies, and tragedies. People coalesce here 
and then disperse in an  effort to fulfill the destiny of their 
desires and to attain the mythological better life in the United 
States. Their original point of departure and the magnitude of 
their nant often determine their lelels of fulfillment. 

This interdisciplinary design studio, Borderlands. seeks to 
identify. define, and graphically represent the structure and 
form of the borderlands region. A series of graphic explorations 
and ~ e r b a l  arguments were developed discussing the  relation- 
ship between landscape, urban form. interiority. architecture 
and the political. social and cultural transactions that occur 
within the built emironment of the borderlands. Analysis of the 
existing built enxironment's relationship to the landscape 
prolides a critical vie\\ of how the borderland was shaped 
~u l tu ra l l~ .  sociall,. and politically. This base knowledge of 
cultural inhabitations and geographic adaptations promotes 
informed decisions regarding appropriateness of proposals and 
interxentions in the future growth and de~elopment of the 
borderlands. 

The significance of this project lies ~ i t h i n  the weaving together 
of a contested edge - the border. It articulates hox4 to look at a 
,geographical region that is bifurcated by a politicallj sharp 
boundar,. The research conducted here begins to address 
human needs across an intense line of difference. The  question 
is not so much hou do you find dignit! in human settlement. 
hut rather - hov do you find human dignitj in inscribed 

difference across this thickened borderline? The  borderlands 
are a n  extreme example of denied ecology, a complete defiance 
of nature. T,picallj the health of indigenous communities - 
plants. wildlife. humans- is dependent on adaptation to the 
physical landscape. Uong the US-Mexico border the shift is 
a u a j  from dependence on the ecolog of nature to dependence 
on the  ecolog of power. The purpose of this studio is to 
determine ~ h e t h e r  physical design is capable of ameliorating 
this contested zone of denied ecologj. 

FORMAT 

This paper discusses the teaching pedagoa  involved in 
interdisciplinaq and collaborative study - both the rewards and 
the difficulties inherent in it. It also discusses the choice of 
studio project appropriate for this type of collaboration and the 
potentials within it. This particular studio is currentlj underway 
this spring and the final conclusions have yet to be drawn. 

Organized as an interdisciplinarj and collaborative x+orkplace. 
the Borderlands Studio is comprised of students and facult! 
froni three design disciplines: architecture (fourth year under- 
graduate), landscape architecture (second year graduate). and 
interior architecture (fourth year undergraduate). I<eeping ~ i t h  
proLen interdisciplinaq format. it is a problem-based studio 
that requires students to engage one another in the search for 
solutions. It is the first interdisciplinary and full) collaborati~e 
studio offered in the curriculum. The students are d i~ided into 
teams of three. one from each discipline. and work together 
throughout the semester on three project scopes - urban public 
space. transportationhorder crossing facilitj, and a "Center for 
the Americas." Each project scope requires all three students to 
consider a rnultiplicitj of scales and concerns that often fall 
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outside of their particular focuf. The studio includes research 
through travel and lil,raq/studio research. Students spend one 
\+eel< in Havana and one week traleling along the I1.S.- Mexico 
border. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING 

Central to interdisciplinary lrarning is the desire to tackle a 
problem or set of pioble~ns that are too extensile to confine to 
one design discipline and mhich require a broader approach in 
order to be effecthe. Professor E illiam h e ~ e l l  of Miarni 
bniversity in a 1992 study on interdisciplinary learning explains 
this necessity. *'(it is a) process of answering a question. solling 
a problem or  addressing a topic that is too broad or complex to 
be dealt with adequately by a single discipline or profession." 
(Newell. 2001. p.202) The borderland condition became an 
ideal site for the studio because it necessitated multiple 
~iewpoints to adequately begin to address it. Existing as a 
complex condition. the borderland lends itseli to studying the 
potential ability of design to suggest solutions at varying scales 
and across disciplines. The site amplifies the already blurred 
boundaries betueen landscape architecture. architecture. and 
interior architecture asking students to negotiate personal 
positions and ideologies into a synthesized solution. Students 
are forced to v im the ecological. physical. cultural, a n d  social 
ramifications of the border through the lens of the macro-scale 
emironment to the immediate scale of indi~iduals  ~ i t h  
conflicting spatial needs. 

Selecting the  borderland as site for the studio problem allows 
the boundaries of the various disciplines to periodicallj collapse 
permitting students to gain insights into the disciplines of their 
group members. This '-change of perspective" is critical to 
successful interdisciplinary learning as Professor Newel1 ex- 
plains: 

-.If students are to delelop a feel for a discipline's perspective. 
they must learn to think like a practitioner of that discipline. 
Members of a discipline are not so much characterized b j  the 
conclusions they arri\e at, but by the  waj they approach the 
topic. the questions the) ask. the concepts that come to  mind 
and the theories behind them. Without some sense of these. lse 
oHer students dogma rather than empowerment, training rather 
than education." (Ye\+ ell. 1992. p.2 16) In order to successfullv 
facilitate interdisciplinaq learning the question becomes - hou 
much disciplinaq linowledge is necessar! prior to a studio such 
as the Borderland Studlo? Recently. the national trend - tbpi- 

. A  

callp in non-design programs - has been to move toward little 
or no pre-requisite disciplinar! knowledge. This model has 
been common in design programs as well \\here the first year is 
often spent in a mixed-discipline studio. Depending on  the  le1 el 
of sophistication of the students and the complexity of the 
design interdisciplinaq learning can be very effecti~e 
for first-lear students especiallj in breaking down preconrep- 

tions surrounding each discipline at the onset of design 
education. Ho\+e\ er. for a problen-based in\ estigation \\it11 the 
complexity of the borderlands. a greater degree of discipline 
based knowledge has been critical to the relathe success of the 
1 arious proposed design solutions. Jn particular. a student with 
a certain degree of expertise contributes to the group structure 
the needed disciplinar) perspecti1 e required for effecti~ e 
dialogue. Introduction of interdisciplinarj studios into the 
curriculum at the 4th !ear undergraduate and second year 
landscape architecture graduate lexels is an appropriate time to 
offer the multi-discipline approach a< the students ha le  alreadj 
deleloped a strong sense of their personal and discipline 
specific "perspectives." hewell further elaborates on the process 
that leads to a more multidisciplinary approach: 

'-Interdisciplinary courses are  more than the pieces of disci- 
plines from which they are constructed. They extract the 15orld 
vieu or perspective embedded in each of those pieces. 
comparing them and ferreting out their underlying assumptions 
when they conflict and then integrating or synthesizing them 
into a broader. more holistic perspective. Through the identifi- 
cation of the assumptions and  1 alues of competing perspectives. 
including those they find most appealing. students are encour- 
aged to recognize and formulate a critique of their o\sn 
irrationally held beliefs and  biases." (Yewell. 1992. p.220) 

Lilie\+ise. the Lniversitj faculty tearn encourages the  groups to 
activelj discuss the varying methods of approach and the 
daerences in conceptual questioning across disciplines. while 
analyzing places of common ground brought forth by the nature 
of the site. Of particular significance is the degree to which the 
dialogue between students of the larious groups leads to a 
sense of ownership of ideas and increased interest in uncover- 
ing viable solutions. The politically charged condition of the 
border coupled ~ ~ i t h  its physical disarray has led to impassioned 
discussions of the validity of ingrained assumptions, forms and 
institutions as evidenced by students often modjring beliefs 
that had gone previouslj untested. These personal revelations 
have consequences in the design strategies. with some student 
groups challenging the more pragmatic solutions by opting for 
clearly polemical solutions that  push common assumptions of 
appropriate physical form. 

COLLABORATIVE LEARNIKG 

The second critical aspect of the Borderland Studio is the 
emphasis on collaborative learning. Collaborative learning in - - 
the university classroom is antithetical to traditional teaching 
structures. Learning has been dereloped as a tppically solitary 
endeal or. one based on competition and individual perfor- 
mance. In the collaborative model this is flipped. Here students 
relj on one another to in1 estigate and complete assigned work. 
The significance of collaborative learning stems from situating 
the "student as co-learner with fellow students and facult)" 
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. . 
lequiring students to be "actix e constructors of their education. 
not merel! leceptacles for facultj-proxided hno\\ledge or as 
mere synthesizers of received inforniation ... facult! and stu- 
dents alike [are] full and equal partners in the construction of 
meaning."' (Smith 8 McCann. 2001. p.112) 

Collaborati\ e learning in the design studio ib a challenge. With 
experimentation, h o ~ e ~ e r .  effective group d!namirs rnaj occur 
and m a j  lead to pos i t i~e  outcomes with unexpected iesults. The 
Boiderlai7d Studzo structure and assignments ha\ e undergone a 
series of relisions by facultj during the  semester in an attempt 
to uncover a successful team structure. Initial groupings of 
three students working on three moderatel! connected pro- 
grams produced a decidedly mixed result. Reformulation of the 
teams into fike groups of nine students created an effective 
group dynamic that allowed the previousl! stymied teams to 
flourish due to the addition of more pelspectiles to the 
discussion. Subsequentlj, these large groups have been redistri- 
buted into the smaller teams of three \4ith one studio session 
per week set aside for meetings of the larger nine-member 
groups for critique and discussion. In addition to finding an 
appropriate group strate@, the design problem Mas formulated 
in manner that intricately linked the  programs and that forced 
the students to maintain a dialogue with team members. The 
iesults to date have been far more successful mith the neu 
group structure. 

The two pedagogical methods. collaboration and interdiscipli- 
narj study. have complemented one another well where. 
.'collaborative learning is an integrative pedagoa analogous to 
interdisciplinary studj that is distinguished h! its reliance on 
perspectives contributed by students instead of disciplines." 
(Piewell. 2001. p.204) 

STUDIO CONTENT 

Translating the precepts of interdisciplinary learning and 
collaborative learning into the studio and into a specific design 
project has been a process of evolution. The studio has evolved 
into three distinct phases: the Havana project in teams of three. 
the urban form study as it relates to the LS-Mexico border in 
teams of nine. and the currently unfolding in~estigation of 
urban public space and city form. border cross- 
ingltransportation n e t ~ o r k .  and "Center for the 4mericas" 
again in teams of three. Each stage has been a learning 
experience for both students and facult!. R e  all have come 
together on the importance of communication. discussion and 
consensus. 

Beginning with the trip to Cuba in earl! Januar! and the 
subsequent studio vorlt resulting from that trip the facult!. 
realized that we had not clearlj anticipated the pitfalls of an 
inadequate problem statement. T h e  assignment consisted of 
three program t ~ p e s  that allo\\ed the qtudents to \ \ o r l ~  

indk iduallj I\ ith ~nini~nal  dialogue. An4 sense of collal~oi ation 
\+as for the  rnoht pait negated db each student ietreated to the 
hno\\n studio ~orl'ing method of indilidual exploration and 
design de\elopment. The proposed solutions ended up being 
thinlj concei~ed.  ieliant primaril! on formal exploration> that 
omitted t h e  social. cultural and political aspects of Cuba and 
border conditions. 

Recognizing the rnisstep, stage two was reformatted to include 
the large groups that explored specific topics related to the I S- 
Mexico border. Following a ten day "road trip" field trip that 
consisted of drixing 2,000 miles along the border. t he  students 
returned to  studio to begin an in-depth exploration into one of 
five urban forms in relation to the border conditions witnessed 
during field studj: h e a r  citj. ecologzcal at?. concentric c i t ~  
ordered city and orgzlnlc c~tj , .  Initially the students bal led  at the 
idea of working in such large groups. as many had  had only 
negative experiences of team\\ork. However. as t h e  complex 
and often distressing issues present along the border began to 
be discussed. the students became engaged in a manner that no 
one had truly anticipated. As a consequence. the urban 
proposals began to take on a polemical nature that allowed the 
students to  question their man) preconceptions and  assump- 
tions. Social and political consciousness mox ed to the  forefront. 
offsetting formal design moLes. Eventuallj, each group of nine 
proposed a cit! that took a distinct ideological stance. Some, 
such as the  h e a r  citj and the ordered citj. manipulated existing 
urban fabric while others selected uninhabited sites for their 
proposals. Each team developed a series of large-scale trbo- 
dimensional graphic and three-dimensional model explorations 
that examined the relationship between the designated urban 
form. the selected site and their ideological stance. In  addition. 
each group was asked to prepare a vritten statement of their 
position. These conceptual premises serve as t h e  basis for 
judging t h e  success of the projects. Excerpts from the state- 
ments of the  conc~ntric cit). ordered citl.. and linear czt? teams 
follow: T h e  concentric c i t j  team proposed a idealized cit! ~ h i c h  
circumvents the conditions imposed by the physical boundary 
of the border b j  blurring it through altering the inhabitant; 
perceptions of the space: 

'-The border is ambiguous. En tq  into the tomn is through 
a series of tunnels designed to disorient the individual 
from knowing \\hich side of the border the! are in. This is 
strengthened h! the fact that the hlexicari part is actuall! 
north of the l~nerican part. Yormall! one looks south 
across t h e  river into Mexico. Here one would actuallq look 
south into America. An east-west diagonal will cross the - 
border multiple times opening the  flou of people, goods. 
and linonledge. Thus. equalit! is the rule and division the 
exception. Yo one Itnows exactly   here the border is, nor 
do they care. Instead this city will act as one ox\ing its 
loyalty to  the common land and to the people." (Studio )i 
student team. 2003) 
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The o r d e d  clt) is located on  the LS-RIexito border at  the 
exi~ting cities of Cale\ico/hIexicali. The group proposed a 
futuristic design solution incorporating a nev approach to 
infrastructure as uell ah a proposed architecture of lerticalit!. 
These core precepts anticipate growth. ai~ning for self sustaina- 
hilit\ of the citj : 

1/2 mile strip of rezoned land \$ill follou the present border. 
defining the new citj. Instead of clearing the present cities' 
infrastructure to create a new city. it will be expected to grow 
and exolve on its omn under its new designation. F h i l e  a 
population limit will not be set. the city boundaries will be. 
Growth will eventuallj occur verticallj instead of sprawling 
horizontally. The citj %ill be progressive with mass transit, dual 
citizenship. and a duty-free economy. The ekolution of the  citj 
represents a progressi~e and optimistic view of architecture and 
modern urbanism." (Studio X student team. 2003) 

The linear city sought to eradicate the border b j  expanding the 
zone or threshold of the border into an occupiable and 
economically viable citj by proposing a blending together of 
both sides of the  currently bifurcated land and cultural 
conditions: 

"(bj tearing) down the \+all that divides. In doing so. cities 
that are located adjacent to one another along the border 
will become cities of dual citizenship, part of both Mexico 
and the LS. These cities have already become huge nodes 
of trade between north and South 4merica. due to their 
extensive transportation links. B j  tearing down the wall it 
will help these cities become more efficient and produc- 
tive. Communities \%ill be built to act as sutures. to stitch 
the two sides bacli together as one. These neighborhoods 
will occupy the space that was once the wall and will begin 
to weave the two sides together mending years of 
separation. 4s a societ! \+e haxe a choice, we can continue 
to spend billions [of dollars] to create the "Great Kall of 
America'^ or we can invest billions [of dollars] in t h e  
dignity and quality of life of all Vorth Americans." (Studio 
X student team, 2003) 

The third stage of the studio consists of brealiing back domn 
into the smaller groups of three to worlt on three interrelated 
design programs - the urban public space and city form. the 
border crossing/transportation net\+ork and the "'Center for the 
Americas." One d a j  a veelt the entire group of nine comes 
together to discuss and critique the work of the smaller groups. 
It has become apparent. howe~er.  that several of the groups 
continue to ~ o r k  routinelj as a larger team bouncing ideas of 
one anothel on a dailj basis. The 01 era11 atmosphere is spirited 
but congenial, with students acti~ely uorlring together to 
d e ~ e l o p  and push their ideas on numerous le\els including 
political and social as uell as spatial construction. 

In ronclusion. this Bordrrland Studio is the first attempt in the 
culriculum at morlting collaborati\el! on a complex idea based 
ploblenl. The intention to hahe students worh collaborati\elj 
or1 an inteldisciplinar> project h a <  produced some le~olut ions  
in their thinlting and has strengthened their critical reasoning 
skills as e\idenced b j  their mid-semestel course feedback. B j  
as.ipning an issue-loaded project that requires a multi-faceted 
approach each student has been faced with the intense 
negotiation process inherent in an! group situation. While long- 
teinl outcomes of the studio cannot pet be assessed. one 
immediate outcome can be witnessed as the students enter their 
final >ear of school: much of the  thought and worlt produced by 
the students inspired thesis projects that undertake a critical 
social component as the impetus for design. The studio work 
also receiled national recognition by the American Society of 
Landscape Architects: one group of three submitted their final 
project from the  third stage of t h e  studio to the lSLA la t ional  
Student Competition and was awarded first place and will be 
tra~eling to New Orleans in 3ovember 2003 to present the 
project. The studio o~era l l  was well received bj  the students 
and is being offered again for spring 2004. 
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